Balsall Common Infrastructure Survey 2020
All text responses
A concerted effort should be made to reduce the amount of proposed new housing in the Balsall and Berkswell area.
If this expansion is allowed to continue, how long will it be before Birmingham, Solihull. Meridan Berkswell Balsall
common and Coventry become one huge conurbation. This may be inevitable but that dose not make it right.
Our local councils spend a fortune on providing and maintaining parks and open spaces, the land value of which
must run into millions, And they do this because they know the benefit to the public's health and well being green
spaces provide. Our green belt with its network of footpaths and bridal ways provide all this and more for free. We
should protect the limited amount of green belt land we have before its all gone
Additional school provision & 20 mph speed limit in residential roads .
bus route to kenilworth would be nice
It is hard to answer some questions because the degree of overlap with existing facilities (eg playing fields, changing
rooms and others) is not clear.

What guarantee is there that infrastructure to support the massive increase in population will actually come to pass?
No doubt the new housing is a certainty, but the recently-announced downgrading of support for minor injuries at
the medical centre (even with our existing population) gives cause for concern. The medical centre was 'talked-up'
when proposed as new infrastructure a few years ago, but apparently no longer offers key resources. Could this
happen again? The implementing of necessary infrastructure modifications (eg road changes) should take place
before there is any new build, to avoid often-unsatisfactory attempts to retrofit resources.
There is no mention of policing and security. A massive increase in population invariably brings security issues. A
clear and evident police presence is essential to keep on top of the situation. Will this be provided?

original surgery was based of a 30% increase in population. this has not been covered.

Information at start of survey was a bit vague about expansion of GP capacity - that is absolutely essential to any
expansion
(1) have a multi-storey car park
(2) create a one way system to reduce congestion ... needs intelligent ideas !
(3) if the Kenilworth Road is no more a through road there may be additional space for a better in & out from a multistorey car park at/behind the coop.
(1) Homegrowers/Farm market place for Saturdays or Sundays would be nice, close to Balsall Common. (2)
Community Education Centre would nice if it was to coach, help young people with idea developments (say 3D
printers, IT-mechanics, woodcraft, arts centre).
1) The centre of the village is to small and land locked. The schools are to small smand are land locked. A new
shopping area and schools need to be provisioned for in new development areas. Do not expect too build all these
extra houses and use the same existing few shops.
2) All new houses should have drives and frontages and rear gardens to maintain the look and space of balsall
common as in kemps green estate. The newer the estate in balsall common over the years the more over crowded
the developers put the houses in.
3) Policing provision is required as balsall has now become a hot spot and playground for burglars. Easy s sms
rewarding target with no defence.
1.Separate theatre building,foldaway seating/rehearsal/props/music rooms/cafe.
2 Joint Parish council office in community centre 3 Offer dedicated facilities to police for full blown police station or
lower grade facility like the police shop.
20mph speed limit for village centre.
2nd primary school,
a better playgrounds
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travel to Balsall common. Itâ€™s a 20 minute walk to the one inside Jaguar Fen End. Not accessible for blind as no
pavement to JLR. Bus stop outside Oakley does not service locally and only to Larger further Solihull. Meaning a
portion of Oakleys more vulnerable and less mobile residents are prevented from accessing their local infrastructure
full stop.
A by pass
A by pass down hallmeadow road.
Rubber tarmac on kenilworth road.
Police station
A bypass
A bypass
a bypass as the traffic is f*****g horrendous
A bypass is critical if we are to accommodate an additional 3700 cars in the community. You cannot ship in another
6k people and have articulated lorries constantly coming through the village centre
A by-pass would radically improve life for residents of all ages
A defined gym/swimming pool centre is needed as the village will be so much larger and able to support this as
opposed to driving out of village to other gyms.
Encourage a wine bar/Ale House type place to setup in the village so there is an adult presence in the evenings.
Try to encourage a police presence to return to the village on a permanent setting in the form of a return of the
police station (unlikely) or a dedicated team of police resident in the village (1 or 2 rooms needed) on a rota basis.
A further Doctors surgery
a gym
A hockey pitch in Balsall Common is essential.
A larger supermarket
An indoor children's play area
A leisure centre with swimming pool
A lot more car park space at station better bus services
A more fundamental question is why Balsall Common has been targeted to grow at a significantly faster/greater rate
than so many other local villages. This is unacceptable. It means turning Balsall Common into a town and yet its
central
cannotvillage
support
without
more radical redevelopment.
A
mucharea
improved
hallthis
with
a stage/bar/kitchen.
A much larger car park at Berkswell Station and some sort of secure bicycle shed ( may be individual key pad locks to
keep bikes safe)
A new primary school is ungently required, the existing is far too big.
A Place of Worship and a new multi-form entry Church of England Primary School.
A proper square in the centre of Balsall Common with trees, cafes and other such items that they have in
contintental towns
A social gathering place e..g. digbeth dining for small independents
A swimming pool - pools are suitable for all sections of society - young, older, able-bodied and those with physical
and mental difficulties. Most sporting activities are for younger, 'fitter' people, this doesn't apply to swimming pools.
Older, non drivers can't easily get to Kenilworth pool.

Activities and youth groups to give young people an area of there own
add car parking to serve rail station
Add more safety like the police station
Additional pedestrian crossings along Kenilworth Rd especially opposite Sainsbury's, Lavender Hall Lane, Chapel
Drive, The Lant/White Horse. Pedestrian crossing on Staion Rd junction with Needlers End Lane. Stop parking on
Balsall St East by school. Footpath along Holly Lane. Traffic calming in Frog Lane and improve access to Holly Lane
park. Toilets/changing and refuse bins in Holly Lane park.
Additional schools with playing fields attached
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Additional schools?
additional supermarket
All roads exiting from the development on Barratts Farm should be directed away from the village centre to avoid
congestion on local existing roads.

All seems to have been covered
all weather astroturf facility that hockey could be played on
An area where an Astro-turf court could be placed would be a very good idea for Balsall Common to be able to
expand its current sports facilities and allow for hockey and football to be practiced on.
Warwick Parkway - charged parking structure to train users & discounted for non-commuter hours use. Train
An indoor gym and sports centre
Another controlled pedestrian crossing (perhaps a toucan crossing) of Kenilworth Road near Lavender Hall Road
would make it much safer for children crossing to access the park and football club.

The village centre could be improved by the addition of shops/bars/restaurants that would improve the sense of
community/provide a place to shop/meet locally rather than a succession of estate agents and kitchen showrooms.
Another Doctors practice
Another GPS surgery
Another slightly smaller out of centre area for shops/cafes/childrenâ€™s play
Another small village shopping & parking area in Barratts Farm area
Another supermarket
Are the speed bumps in Hall Meadow counterproductive? Drivers with small cars may prefer to drive through the
centre of Balsall Common rather than use Hall Meadow. Drivers of large cars or less affected by the bumps and can
travel at higher speed.
as parking is a hot topic, a multi-storey car park (a la Warwick Uni) should be considered in the area behind the
library, i.e. extension of the current car park. It could be one storey into the ground and one above, so that 3 levels
supply sufficient spaces.
As the village grows and we have an older demographic. With more paths and cycle/mobility machines. There will be
a need to be improved lighting and security coverage with cameras etc. The village already needs the police presence
back. With the expanding population the draw to the village by the criminal element will unfortunately increase. So
new tech like 5G rollout needs to be used to help cover all areas. Together with a fixed police presence this will vastly
increase village safety for all.
Astro Turf Hockey Pitch
Balsall common needs a nice focal point like a pond in the centre (like meriden)
Balsall Common residents desperately need a proper sports centre with a swimming pool. This would benefit
everyone in the community.
Balsall Common residents only parking spaces in the village center - each adult resident to be issued with a permit to
display in their car.
Balsall Common will lose it's character with too much new development!!
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Balsall Comom usp is crossroads to Cov, Solihull, NEC and Kennilworth, so key is to provide reliable and alternative
infrastructure to permit reduction in car usage.

Thus cycle Linkage to UK Central and HS2 from Balsall Common, adjacent to HS2.
Encourage Coventry Council's light rail network to link Balsall Commom, HS2 station, Warwick University and
Coventry. Balsall Common cycle routes could share light rail corridor as 'green linkage'
Improved for/cycle link to Solihull via/to Hampton in Arden.
Majority of improvement to be included as section 278 agreements and paid for by developer/ HS2(via planning
approval process at SMBC); by making Balsal Common desirable to developers for investment and encourage
'unique urban village in commutable central location'
Stop HGVS using Local A and B roads as short cuts between A46 M40 M42 M6 that pass through Berkswell and
Balsall Common.
Make HS2 plant twice as many trees as they have ILLEGALLY RIPPED OUT
Baulk lane should not be designated a safe cycle lane, at the expense of cars using it. It is an important link to
berkswell. The road should be better maintained for car use.
Berkswell British legion no mention in it has a hall for meetings and your support here helps others as itâ€™s a
Better bus link to kenilworth
Kenilworth road traffic calming, planted central reservations and verges
By pass extend existing from doctors surgery as planned..
Better maintenance of existing public footpaths and rights of way.
Better maintenance of existing roads and pavements should be a high priority as these are deteriorating in the older
parts of BC.
Better parking for the station. It's not good enough for a station of its size.
Better Parking options for the schools
Better public transport encouraging more links to Solihull and Kenilworth I. E more buses?
Better Public Transport Links
Better shopping facilities needed. A decent supermarket would cut down the need for car journeys to other
areas.BUT they would need their own parking spaces away from village centre.
Better take always perhaps a Thai thank you
Better transport system to and from Keliworth
Better use can be made of Lavender Hall Park! Plenty of space to add a more interesting adventure childrenâ€™s play
area (like Abbey Fields in Kenilworth), sandpit, outdoor gym, trim trail, tennis courts, splash pad (like St. Nicholas
Park in Warwick and Memorial Park in Coventry), formal gardens etc. Maybe a dog park where they can socialise and
be off lead in a contained area? Thereâ€™s not much going on there. Such a missed opportunity to develop a large
existing space. It was one of the main disappointments I felt when moving to the village 6 years ago. We travelled to
Kenilworth to the â€˜fun parkâ€™ when my son was younger.
BIG BOY BUILDINGS
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Bigger railway station car park. Donâ€™t discourage cars encourage train commuting which may involve initial car
travel from neighbouring areas. More passengers will mean increased services
Combine the library with a community technology hub
Safer wider platforms at the railway station, more suicide prevention measures eg cctv with predictive algorithms
Community energy generation / shared energy hubs
Street Lighting to be optimised so that it is turned off say between 00.00 to04.00 (money saving)
Solar powered cat eyes throughout the village
Symbolic entrance / welcome to the village at each entry point
Widen entrance road into library car park, to allow cars to pass each other
Bus pull in stops along kenilworth road
More benches around the village

Bigger school required & cctv
Bigger station carpark
Bridal Paths should be added
Bridle paths are needed locally to keep riders and horses safe from cars
Bring back taxi bus
build a multi-storey car park
Build a second level car park at Berkswell station e.g. a metal second level
Build a Wetherspoons
Build bypass
build gym!
Build more affordable housing. Young people cannot afford to move / live in Balsall Common
Build more parking at station and also village centre area
Building on brownfield sites and not destroying green belt for eg around Berkswell windmill
Bus links to NEC and Dorridge that run into the late evening. There are currently no bus links to NEC and the bus to
Solihull stops at about 6pm. The only alternative is to drive.
Bus links to NEC and Dorridge that run into the late evening. There are currently no bus links to NEC and the bus to
Solihull stops at about 6pm. The only alternative is to drive.
Bus routes to be altered to take in Lavender Hall lane, older people find it hard to get to village bus stop.
Bus service for the north end of Kenilworth Road
Bus services for young people after 7pm at nights
Buses and Bus stops not mentioned, they are especially used by people in outer and rural areas by parishioners
Buses that run past 5pm and at weekends
By Pass
By pass
BY PASS in Balsall Common as the roads are unsafe with the amount of lorries, children walking to school , road
crossing and queues.
Bypass
Bypass
Bypass
Bypass between Eversons & Berkswell Station to keep less through traffic out of centre
Bypass as Kenilworth Road can not cope with traffic going through it a present without this many new houses and
hs2 associated deliveries.
Bypass essential to stop Kenilworth Road separating East & West Balsall Common
By-pass is vital; woodlands; cycle connexion with Knowle.
Bypass of Kenilworth Road please !
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Cafe in the green area/picnic areas to encourage locals to meet together
Came here to have a better life. It seems he way things are going you are taking away our better life with this change
at Balsall Common
Cancel HS2 and provide reliable, regular, local rail/bus services instead. Enforce parking restrictions. Restrict parking
outside local schools. Introduce a 1 km exclusion zone for parking outside all local schools.
Cancel the massive building project it will ruin Balsall Common
Car parking at the station is a high priority as use of trains should be encouraged .not everyone wants to cycle to the
station in bad weather especially.
Car parking at the station is a high priority as use of trains should be encouraged .not everyone wants to cycle to the
station in bad weather especially.
Car parking at the station is a high priority as use of trains should be encouraged .not everyone wants to cycle to the
station in bad weather especially.
Car parking is the most important, with more people there will be more cars
The Health Centre car park was overflowing one day I visited last week.
Introducing car park charging is not going to solve the problem.
CCTV to be installed covering the shopping area to help create a feeling of safety for those working and using the
Central car parking areas will need to increase. Multi-storey on library car park or convert flats by co op. Council
missed an opportunity to buy block. We will need more shops. !!! Restaurant?
Schools and health in plan.
Central Park concept is of great interest, but should be linked to, and share / expand on existing recreational facilities
at the Lant Recreation Ground. Retaining this and adjacent land for recreational use (astroturf pitch, sports hall,
additional cricket / tennis provision etc) would give village a "green centre" and reduce car traffic to these facilities
by making them more accessible by cycle / on foot.

Facilities could be located to share with proposed new primary school.
Any necessary car parking could be accessed through the new development. Opportunity here to close MHL to
through traffic as a rat run and make it a green corridor instead.
Prevent vehicular access to Barretts Lane devt from MHL.
Ultimately downgrade Kenilworth Road and make it more "green" / traffic calmed / cycle / footpath separated.
The Frog Lane master design seems flawed by single access point off Balsall Street East, but provides opportunity to
insert a roundabout which would serve the double purpose of calming traffic speeds along BSE.
In an ideal world the bypass should be comprehensive taking west - east traffic (coming from Knowle / Saracens
Head) across to the proposed line as well as improving the North - South flow. An updated traffic flow study should
be investigated to support this.
Charging at station car park and yellow lines on hall meadow will encourage parking on berkswell gate instead.
Would multi storey car park similar to Warwick parkway be a better option. A fair charge to park would recover
costs. sNot necessarily as big as Warwick parkway.
Charging points for electric cars
Cinema
Climbing wall in the multi sports centre
Complete the Balsall Common By Pass to relieve the Kenilwroth Road, and this should be at least partly funded by all
the developers
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Completely disagree with parking charges at the station for Balsall Common/Berkswell residents. It significantly
increases the cost of commuting to work. At only Â£3 per day it would almost double current monthly commuting
costs. If charges are intended to deter non-residents from using the car park then free permits for those who are in
electoral role should be provided by application.
Centre, and partly because it will be too close to the Berkswell Gate development and interfere with residents
wellbeing e.g. noise, pollution. If HS2 goes ahead, then Berkswell Gate residents will already be adversely impacted
by noise.
Continued monitoring of plane noise/routes
Country park is the idea I prefer.Protect people,animals and wildlife.Encourage cycling and walking and minimise all
development and itâ€™s impact.
Country Park Windmill Lane
Country space essential for the wildlife
Create additional sporting facilities by developing the field next to the Catholic church on Meeting House Lane and
connect it to the existing pavilion on the Lant Trust Ground by blocking off Meeting House Lane.
Cutting back on free parking at Berkswell Station is short sighted if the use of public transport is to be encouraged.
Additional car parking in the village centre is a major priority.
Cycle links to the Rugby club, all cycle links, doorways and cycle parking should be well lit and feel safe.
The road is very dark and the morons all want to wear black Lycra and impossible to pass. ðŸ˜¡ it would make a nice
SAFE circular route for a family on a Saturday or Sunday ride.
If the field/lake is not part of the greenway opposite the Railway pub put a raised platform in to make it accessible all
year round. (May be farmers responsibility though)
Also a raised platform from yellow brick road walk to the steps that lead to the field. Very wet usually for 8 months
or nettles overgrown in the summer, perhaps 5â€™ wide. The same style thatâ€™s between the trees in Lavender
park.
Dedicated cycle lanes/routes both alongside the roads and off-road leisure cycle routes
Designated Dog free open spaces for people to enjoy
Direct bus routes from Balsall Common to NEC Area with stops down the Kenilworth road
Divert through traffic to reduce pollution; stop hgv from travelling through village on a452.
Do everything you can to reduce car usage to save the planet. More buses and trains plus all those ideas to get
people cycling and walking. Reduce car parking spaces to get people out of their cars.
Doctors and dentists as I can't get into dentist as it is, road to divert traffic especially as can take me over 15mins
when issue on motor way causes diversions to go one side of village another 1mile ish. Schools as well. I am told the
primary school is already at or close to capacity. This needs addressing so that schools open as first houses are
moved into not after the fact and when all built.
DOCTORS SURGERY and SCHOOLS and more SHOPS
Double the spaces for parking at the railway station
Due to all the recent trouble with teenagers we need police back in the village FULL TIME. More CCTV cameras,
better lighting in the alley ways (between Westwood & motorist shop, Costa & Hamptons, library car park, between
butchers and betting shop etc.).
Easier access to surgery to encourage people to walk without having to negotiate a steep hill or perhaps a surgery
more central to the village. Many people drive to the surgery to avoid the hill.
Easily accessible school clubs and activities for the secondary school children. Sports, languages, music.etc. It will be
nice if Balsall common village is updates to attract more people to do activities and take part in events rather than
fast food restaurants (or have an alternative location within the village for people to socialise. Sports complex will be
a really good idea).
Electric car charging points
Electric car charging points installed within the centre and parks
Electric car fast charging station, ie the ones that can charge in 30mins.
Electric Vehicle charging
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wide, consider losing Jubilee Centre for increased parking with the lost space being reprovided in a new facility.
Perhaps also doing similar with the Village Hall, housing income from site to be used to help contribute to the new
combined facility.
Electric vehicle rapid charging points should be installed in the village and at restaurants to encourage people to
charge their car while they eat in our village
Encourage more shops. Do not allow more hot food outlets
Encourage new shops and restaurants into the village - no more kitchen showrooms, hairdressers and estate agents.
Encourage walking and safer cycling for short journeys
Enlarge station Car park. Stop parking on station road as it is a main thoroughfare and dangerous.
Ensure that new schools are built in new housing areas and that these have adequate parent & teacher parking.
Ensuring a robust cycle link to Kenilworth as well. Traffic calming on Kenilworth Road, especially near Elysian
Gardens. Speeding is terrible.
Establish a one way traffic system loop from station, up station road to roundabout, using lavender hall lane, hall
meadow road to complete the loop back to the station.
Existing roads and pavements need to be relaid in some areas. Road markings and cats eyes almost non existent and
dangerous in others.
Existing roads and pavements need to be relaid in some areas. Road markings and cats eyes almost non existent and
dangerous in others.
Expand parking at the station. Do not restrict parking on hall meadow road as it is wide. Put double yellow lines
along station road from shops to station as relatively narrow and used by cars children and pedestrians. Do not
charge anywhere for parking as doesnâ€™t stop it just shifts it to another street
Expand the boundaries of the parish to include other villages surrounding Balsall Common
Extra bus services between Balsall Common and Berkswell / Coventry / Solihull / Kenilworth, including new bus stops
for new housing areas. Also consider bus services for Balsall Common / Berkswell Schools - particularly Primary
schools, as younger children more vulnerable.
Extra parking urgently needed at train station
Extra school and medical facilities sufficient for increased population.
Fast chatting areas for electric cars in the high street.
Plantation to clean air quality
Speed reduction noise reduction measures on kenilworth road through the village
Footpath going from berkswell train station towards berkswell to encourage people from Spencerâ€™s Lane duggins
lane to walk, I would walk to the doctors but itâ€™s unsafe to push a pushchair from duggins lane in that direction, I
currently have to drive or walk to tile hil station.
Footpath/cycleway desperately needed on Windmill Lane. Walkers taking their life in their hands tp get to bus stop
Footpaths run out at either side of berkswell... dangerous
Free disabled parking in all areas.Regular Speed checks on Kenilworth Road between Sainsbrys - Village .Remedy
Speed Humps
Full linkage of new footpaths / cycleways to encourage usage and maximise safety.
Gipsy Lane prove's to have significant road safety issues & breeches : motorists mounting pavements.JLR traffic
using this lane as a cut through , traffic speeding.The installation of speed bumps as in meeting house lane is crucial
to improve safety to the public.
Good survey. Covers the issues
green space area proposed is excessive - will be rarely used by the population
Greggs.
Guaranteed improvement to village centre parking
Have a 20 mph speed limit on entering the village boundaries to reduce CO2 emissions.
Increase the planting of trees in Lavender Hall Park and Grange Park.
Lobby West Midlands Network to increase parking spaces at Berkswell station.
How can railway parking be improved. Charges will deter people from using official carpark which needs to be
extended big time to cater for the increase volume of cars
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I appreciate creating a survey is difficult - but object to the choice of answers, also needed a "no opinion" and "totally
disagree" option. In my case I ignored questions where the answers didn't fit. But I worry others will have answered
although the options didn't fit and wrongly skewed the results
I believe we need a traffic study to consider how to keep to keep our minor local roads safe for all users after the
building of the houses and the bypass. To reduce traffic speeds on residential roads and "rat-running". This should
include options for closing access to some roads (e.g. Windmill Lane from the Kenilworth Road), one-way streets (e.g.
Gipsy Lane outside HoE school) and other traffic management and traffic calming measures.
I bet you get lots of responses about litter, dog mess and suggestions for things covered by the survey anyway such
as needing a new school or a bypass or protesting about loss of greenbelt. I think you have covered most things.
More frequent trains during rush hour but is that infrastructure?
housing complexes, no parking has been done up by the shops, nothing has been done to battle congestion and
safety along the Kenilworth Road, the school is overflowing, with children having to sit on the floor during lunch
breaks because there is not enough room for everyone kid with pack lunches being told to eat outside in cold
conditions, and I just think itâ€™s disgusting the way Solihull Council have give the green light to developers to build
as much as I want yet not support the local community. People have lived here for a long time putting a lot of money
into the area throughout the years and feel very let down by the lack of security around the area at the moment
police are literally nonexistence burglary is increasing car theft is increasing vandalism is increasing disorderly
behaviour is increasing yes we canâ€™t even get a police car through the area it is absolutely disgusting and people
feel on safe in their own homes Soley hole council should be ashamed of what they have done people have worked
very hard to afford to live round here and being completely let down. If you put an actual poll out to the people who
live here as if they want more development you would get an outstanding no we do not find somewhere else to
build.
I feel that the Library Car park is being totally abused by people staying all day also the people living in Flats above
Tesco parking in Library Car Park, If you brought in Charges for over a 2hour stay then this would provide income
towards new Car Park costs.
I live in Rose Court.This road needs a crossing point outside the court. Family's take their lives in their hands ,trying to
cross this road, trying to get to Lavender Hall Park. Families
with small children and baby's in pushchairs half to cross half way, then wait in the middle of the road by the bollards
to cross to the side of LHP. Cars are lorries speed past both sides .
This is an accident waiting to happen,I cannot believe a crossing has not been put in,as everyday people struggle to
get across. to access the park.
I live in the parish. It is too impractical to cycle and therefore I need to park. I appreciate 'out of town' commuters
are causing traffic problems - however charging for locals to use there local facilities would be wrong. Why should
we be made to suffer - we need to use the station. Spencers Lane/Truggist Lane or Lavender Hall Lane are too
dangerous to cycle on daily in the dark. The key is to provide proper facilities to support the infrastructure. Parking
restrictions will only force drivers to park in local housing estates which will annoy the residents.
I need bridle paths to ride my horse safely
have no choice but to take the car into Balsall Common eg. I live on the Coventry edge of Berkswell and need to get
into BC for Methodist Church, shopping, Doctors etc and therefore need to be able to park. We are not served by
buses and while at present we may be able to walk to Tile Hill Station and take a train to Berkswell (if the train stops
there) carrying more than a very small amount of shopping back would not be an option and walking those distances
would at times not be possible. Failing to cater for older people could have a negative impact on the ability of BC to
grow in a balanced and inclusive way.
feels sensible to combine facilities with the schools (esp HoE) which would be low cost for the community to use in
the evenings and weekends and school holidays. This is cost effective. Thinking of the young will improve a
community feel. Public toilets are likely to be a problem to monitor and attract issues and crime. Cars are important
for the economy but the village is chaos for parking. A solution would be appreciated. Cycling, prams and mobility
scooters are a valuable way for community cohesiveness to improve and facilities for these would be helpful. Overall
combining facilities with what we already have and incorporating the schools and church facilities will link people
together.
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I think Balsall Common needs and AstroTurf for sports and other activities.
I think development should be within walking distance of village so that people will not need to drive to local shops
cutting down on parking problems which also lets children walk to school and the elderly can get there essentials
Having developments outside village causes more traffic but it seems it is plots not within walking distance gets
suggested by the planning
There are infill plots that could be used leaving more green areas on the edges
I think that the centre of Balsall Common needs to be overhauled otherwise it will never be able to accommodate the
greater amount of use that it needs. As part of that I do think that more parking spaces are needed. The library car
park might work a bit better when full if you could drive round to see spaces like you used to be able to do, rather
than the closed gate meaning you have to reverse out when all the spaces are occupied.

It would also be nice if there was a continuation of a safe pavement/pedestrian route from the library car park to the
shops rather than over mud/grass/narrow piece of concrete that isnâ€™t wide enough before getting to the tarmac
path (the other option is walking in the car access route to the car park).
The current street parking is awkward to manoeuvre in and out. Echelon parking would help but appreciate that this
would need a turning space or roundabout but do think that this would make the current spaces easier to use.
I think that the pedestrian crossing in the centre shouldn't just be the current informal arrangement. Could there be
a zebra crossing?
I personally don't think more meeting rooms, function or sports courts are needed and create a better centre. Is
there not a way to open up additional existing facilities such as school sports courts, sports hall, large rooms for
public use at certain times so review what is already here first rather than building new facilities?

I think the developer should be responsible for creating some commercial units to add more local amenities. Coffee
shops, restaurants, a gym maybe.
I think the village centre needs to be developed into a town centre with more shops and amenities for everyone
I think there should be an area of AstroTurf to enhance the sporting achievements and facilitates in the village which
can be used by both locals and by the schools as a way of promoting health and hobbies,
I would have expected a provision to increase the parking at the station would have been on the agenda and/or
regular transport to maximise the use of the station
I would like to see a cluster of small artisan shops/workshops where rural crafts and skills could be developed and
marketed to our growing population - it would need adequate cycle and walking access from main routes and
housing areas.
Iâ€™d like to try and keep as much green area as possible, my family and I live on Riddings Hill and we have access
beautiful walks through farm land to both the Saracens Head pub and the Bear Inn, with HS2 being built this will spoil
the walk to the Bear inn. Itâ€™s lovely living in Balsall Common, being only 15 mins drive to the centre of Coventry
but also being only 5-10 mins walk from our house and feeling like we are in the middle of nowhere , with all this
additional infrastructure and housing projects Iâ€™d hate it if the great outdoor space was lost.
If housing estates are being built then small grocery stores, dr surgeries should be built within them to enable
residents to walk for supplies, rather than drive into the centre.
If you think that important infrastructure necessary to help Balsall Common grow has been missed, please enter your
idea here.
If you want community you must grow the centre
If you want people to use public transport (the station) and not use their cars, you need to come up with a solution. I
would gladly pay for parking at the station if it meant I could guarantee a space. It won't stop people using their cars
as there is NO alternative. You'll just stop people using the train from Berkswell. Numbers will fall and will the station
remain viable? Put a car park for the station away from the station with a shuttle bus if you're serious!
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i'm not sure that a larger village is wanted, most folk who have moved to the village did so 'cause of it's size. Maybe
Berkswell Village could grow a little?
Implement the bypass plan asap
Improve bus route provision from Balsall Common into Kenilworth warwick and leamington, enable more residents
to use public transport into local towns for work and leisure this reducing car usage in and through village
Improve bus routes to Knowle via Balsall street and Balsall street east.
Improve bus services to include Kenilworth and NEC
Improve parking in riddings, kemps green etc, maybe residents parking permits have to be bought or parking on one
side of road only. Cars parked on pavements stop children and pushchairs using them and they have to walk in rd to
get past. Almost all houses have drives and garage, no need to park on pavement
Improve the drainage system
Improve the lighting in the village centre. It does not feel safe at night for old people.
Improve the drainage in Lavender Hall Park.
Improve the public transport services into Balsall Common to encourage people out of their cars - the bus service
and local train services are woefully inadequate!
Improve, and modernise the town centre and repair already existing facilities (Lavender hall park and park near
Improved Public Transport Services Rail and Bus
What happens if you don't drive?
Stopping trains reduced timetables. Bus routes changed. Too many bus stops no longer in use.
Improved or alternative parking for a Berkswell Station
IMPROVED PUBLIC TRANSPORT
Improved public transport to local towns.
New primary school.
Improvement to broadband in areas completely missed by the Virgin Media roll out. Many areas still have slow
broadband and high contention
Improvements within the Balsall Common area should take preference over omprovements links to other areas.
In my opinion the most significant improvement to Balsall Common would be a ring road.
HS2 sounds good but the current railways canâ€™t meet required journeys due to no staff . Letâ€™s do the simple
good
In the 'new' park areas, have sufficient paths to enable a parkrun to be set up. Current parks (and paths within them)
do not enable the run. Many of locals have to travel (usually by car) to Coventry or Solihull.
Incorporate electric car charging points when developing car parking spaces
Increase size station car park. Put double yellow lines in station road from shops to station
Increased capacity at doctors surgery and primary schools
increased cctv presence in the village centre
Increased number of doctors and a by pass around the village
Increased policing. Increased fun/productive activities for our young people to give them something to do. Rather
than building loads of new sporting facilities, how about a partnership with the private clubs to provide subsidised
access to Balsall Common residents? Clubs still get their funds but locals get cheaper access?
Indoor swimming pool
Infrastructure plans should not compromise existing green spaces. Balsall Common is a semi-urban area and any
developments should not destroy existing green/nature sites. Development plans should focus on brown sites.

Plans should consider the longer and lifetime impact on the environment rather than the short term monetary gain.
School and medical infrastructure to support the increase in population is more important and should be given
priority when addressing community provision.
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INSTALLATION OF ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING POINTS UTILISING GOVERNMENT GRANTS.
ENSURE THAT VEGETATION/HEDGES IN PRIVATE GARDENS AT ROAD JUNCTIONS IS NOT ALLOWED TO GROW
EXCESSIVELY THEREBY CREATING SAFETY ISSUES WHERE DRIVERS CANNOT SEE VEHICLES APPROACHING. ALSO ANY
COUNCIL OWNED VEGETATION SHOULD NOT ENCROACH ON THE HIGHWAY.
Introduce no overnight parking in Library Carpark as a low cost alternative to prevent business owners like Hamptons
using it for their vans, and tesco flat residents using as additional parking.
Investment in Heart of England School facilities
Is Heart of England school capacity sufficient for 60% more children? Will the proposed bypass divert traffic off
Kenilworth rd to A45 & Visa versa? is there a draft plan available to see? As traffic is bad at rush hours and
start/finish school times is horrendous.
Is the health centre big enough to cope with increased population? There is no NHS dentist.
It has been mentioned, however I play for Berkswrll and Balsall Common hockey club and we have to play on a Astro
pitch in Coventry. We have 4 menâ€™s, 3 ladies and a large junior side so building a Astro turf pitch in Balsall
Common would bring a large amount of people into the area.
It hasn't been missed, but I think the most important aspects overall are improving cycle/pedestrian routes (and
green spaces in general) - particularly a safe foot/cycle path between Balsall Common and Berkswell village.
urgent action is taken to address the volume and speed of traffic on Station Road and Meeting House Lane. Urgent
action should also be taken to address illegal and thoughtless parking at the shop end of Meeting House Lane. The
only way to do this is to pedestrianise the centre and cut off Meeting House Lane to traffic at the tennis club/church.
Introducing charges will only mean that more people park on surrounding roads and that is already a big problem at
the top of Meeting House Lane where people park on the pavement and double yellow lines.

I'd suggest larger car parks are built at the station and somewhere else slightly out of the centre with appropriate
cycle and footpaths so that people can easily access the shops. This is in line with similar strategies across the
country to reduce traffic and encourage people to walk and cycle, e.g. in Birmingham in the future and the University
of Warwick. I'd also like to make a plea for a new park and paths around Balsall Common to include circular routes
e.g. for those with young children in pushchairs, others who wish to walk but are unable to walk on grass in winter.
Lavender Hall Park only has paths through it not around it, which makes life difficult if you want to walk around the
park with a pushchair.
The highest priorities in my view should be sorting out traffic/parking and ensuring we have a central park that
retains as much of the natural environment as possible but with appropriate foot and cycle paths within it that are
sympathetic to the surrounding habitat.
housing estate with no policing. We need local police cover to correct the lawlessness before adding more fuel to the
fire.
Just noting, Dorridge as a good example of a village centre redevelopment. There was much opposition at the time,
but the central 'pedestrianised' area is transformed.
Just too much emphasis on the car and parking what about a Bypass to reduce through traffic
Lack of respect for community identity-countryside and listed buildings/farmland-this survey tinkers at the edges.
The adjoining NAILCOTE /COV BOUNDARY area/Barretts farm is massive LOSS in every aspect esp ecology. Mitigation
is superficial. HEDGEROWS need protection.
Large fenced enclosure (similar to the children play area in LHP) where dogs can run off lead without encountering
old/young/frightened humans or indeed other worried/timid dogs. Likeminded dogs can run around and interact as
happy as Larry.
Larger Doctor Surgery? New school?
larger doctors surgery
Larger GP surgery - cant get appointments now!
Leave the village as a village, not a huge town. People live here because it is a village. Not because of the houses.
Stop HS2 we can get to London in an hour from Warwick .
Less housing, proportional increase in housing com
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Less low cost housing to be built to minimise loss of land and greenery
Lets just protect the integrity of the village and not let developers build in to the green belt. Let's ignore Tories
instincts to bow to the highest bidder and look instead to redevelop areas containing empty houses rather than
building in to green belts.
Liaising with bus companies to ensure that bus services in rural Balsall & Berkswell, such as they are, continue.
Horses appear to have been forgotten in this survey and the dire lack of bridle paths locally.
Local bus transport facilities to Kenilworth, Coventry and Solihull
Locals within certain radius of station should get favourable parking rates at Berkswell Train Station. Those who live
outside of the area should be charged more.
Look for opportunities to encourage a gym such as Virgin Active/ David Lloyds/ Bannatynes to open a swimming pool,
gym, sports club. This is very much missing from the area with nearest facilities in solihull or coventry. This would
improve health and well-being for many residents in BC.

Maximise green space and planting of trees and verges.
Need to look at defining the village boundaries and speed control measures. The village now has quite a good village
boundary and traffic calming when approached from the south. This should be replicated from each side into the
village for example on western approach from knowle or eastern approach from Nailcote or northern approach along
A452. This helps define the village space and slow traffic down. It is currently very dangerous with excessive
speeding along Balsall Street East by the Saracens Head which should be 30mph

and Balsall street, Kelsey lane, alder lane. Put up speed cameras, more dog poo bins and fine those who donâ€™t
pick up, and fix frequently puddled areas where pedestrians are splashed.
Need a much better playground covering a range of ages and abilities, especially teenagers entering independent
playing.
Need to significantly improve local train and bus connections. The current train overcrowding and frequency is
laughable and can not cope with a 10% let alone a 60% increase.
Volumes of cars will mean permanent traffic jams. Need to significantly improve non-car routes of transport and
local facilities that you can walk to.
Make it safe for local joggers by making pavements wider and reducing speed limits etc
Make Kenilworth plans thinner and allow parking bays on one side
Make part of the south end of Lavendar Hall into a car park; entrance from Green Lane or Station Road
Construct a few 100 floor apartments where the Hs2 construction site is proposed as in Denmark
Make Station car park bigger and sort drainage problem out on adjacent footpath
Measures to ease congestion caused by transiting traffic through the 'centre' of the village
Medical centres, Dental, Good shopping, Better Transport system to and from Kenilworth Leamington and Warwick.
Schools,
Meeting House lane should be fully pedestrianised. Runners, walkers, prams, horses, mobility scooters etc.. can't fit
on the pavement where there is some. The cars also drive down this road far to fast. There should be a 10mph
speed limit too and double yellows. Alternatively this lane could be blocked at the church. With access either end for
church and tennis club and houses. Current arrangements are not fit for purpose.
traffic using it as a rat-run during rush hour and produce a much safer environment for pedestrians by providing the
necessary space to install a footpath. Pedestrians are commonly forced to take refuge on the grass verges or private
driveways when vehicles from opposing direction pass each other. This would be similar to Fieldgate Lane in
Kenilworth.
Mir inde93ndant shopping experience
More car parking, 20 new spaces is not enough. the parking in the village is already dangerous when trying to
reverse out of a space. The whole parking area in front of the shops at the moment is dangerous, what about a 5
mph limit & speed bumps at each end of the shops I.E. from the island to meeting house lane?
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More diversity in the type of shop. As in the past.
More food chains
More parking at Berkswell Train Station (at no cost) + more cycle storage. Unfortunately the British weather doesn't
make cycling always an easy option - we need choice
More parking at the station to encourage people to use the train. Parking charges may discourage this or push
people to park on side roads near the station
More parking for the streets already here to stop pavement parking.
More parking spaces at Berkswell station. It's already operating over capacity constantly.
More police to stop or deter the current drug surge and minor vandalism currently being experienced within Balsall
common. No more fast food outlets or Indian restaurants however welcome a more diverse kind of restaurant i.e.
Italian, Spanish, Vietnamese, vegan etc, encourage low impact environmental or carbon neutral shops to develop
such as selling solar product / home improvement, DIY garden development, organic products.
More Police, make Balsall Common safe again as by the time it grows by 60% that means 60% more crime nothe
serious and petty.
More safe parking to be provided in centre, and more parking at station, more people will be using trains so to stop
parking on roads more dedicated station parking. Also parking needs to be provided for people who work in the
shops and facilities, and for people to use the facilities - so MORE safe parking where there is any facility/shops/etc.
Schools need suitable drop of facility for kids dropped of by car, and arriving by bus - NOT on street/road drop off
points. Safe crossing points on ALL roads which provide access to current and new schools, for children and parents
that walk to school.
More school places and healthcare surgeries. Why does Balsall Common need all these new homes. Why not
Knowledge Dorridge or other places?
More schools and parking to get a child to school as its dangerous the amount of traffic for the school and no parking
as a disabled parent I struggle and get no help
More trains
Most ridiculous idea to think of charging to park at berkswell railway station I live outside the village centre and have
to use my car to get to the station ( better than driving into bham) no I cant and wont cycle in smart clothes for work.
Much needed infrastructure such as an astro turf and or gym could usefully be provided for the benefit of the whole
community in partnership with Heart of England School and Balsall Common Primary School.
Multi storey car park ar train station
multi-storey car park either at coop or behind the library
Must be a bypass to remove traffic from the centre and improve the link to the JLR site as it is pushing traffic in to
balsall common
morons from the amount of Litter thrown down by pedestrians and from Cars eg cameras , litter wardens , on the
spot fines , publicity in Bulletins , magazines ,talks given in Schools etc etc .Unless we solve the problem we have now
,caused by our existing population , just imagine what the place will look like with a 60% increase in population and
the same percentage increase in Cars .! Can we please start to talk about the subject of Litter and the blight it is
having on the place where we live and what will happen to these Litter volumes with the planned population
explosion. We just need Litter solutions to deter the morons and for these to be introduced BEFORE the increase in
numbers of population . If we do not , we will all regret it as we watch Balsall Common becoming a place you will not
want to live because it is constantly litter strewn.
N/a
N/A
N/A
Need a by-pass to reduce traffic through Balsall Common - worked v well in Barford
Need to ensure that local sewerage and other utilities are robust to accommodate increased village footprint. For
example Meeting House lane has a problem of recurrent flooding and road damage due to inadequate drainage
following housing infill. Also a number of road surfaces have been damaged in the course of building works. It should
be a condition on all planning applications to make good any damage to adjacent road surfaces.
New primary school, second doctors surgery
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New school.
nil
No
No
No
No
NO car parking charges!!
No more building very unnecessary
Not entirely sure, just know it needs some seriously careful thought. I'm not against the development, people need
more housing and this is a lovely area for them to come and settle.
Not in terms of vehicles and trains. Difficult to access some areas because of lack of footpaths aside roads
Not missed, but the Lant facility already exists and is a sports and community facility, so why not further develop this
rather than spend more money on something new?
Not sure what is intended
On page 5 you highlight Introducing Parking time restrictions in the Library Car Park this should be carried out ASAP.
As a number of Vehicles totally abuse this facility & should be monitored by a Traffic Warden !

How can you pedestrianise an area To make vehicles slow down? If itâ€™s pedestrianised, there should be zero
vehicles!!!
But the main shop area needs an overhaul, itâ€™s not a pleasant place to go anymore. Parking on Station Road is a
joke, crashes occur too frequently with the way parking is payed out.
Pavements all over Balsall, especially by the shops are uneven, broken, potholed, this shouldnâ€™t even be on this
questionaire, itâ€™s the councils responsibility to ensure the maintenance of these public spaces.
Cycle paths, I cycle, I wouldnâ€™t even consider using the current paths... again these are unmanaged and with the
moss, leaves, twigs that have covered them, they are actually hazardous! They do not promote steady progression
as they are shared pedestrian paths which require giving way to cross side roads.
The whole area around the schools has become a no go area at drop off, pick up times, parking is a complete joke,
again accidents have happened. This will only get worse.
Out of town free parking and free bus rides to the village, station and NEC
Outdoor cinema for summer months
Outdoor pool (lido)
Parking and policing
Parking around the primary school
Parking around the school areas needs a massive improvement. Junctions are poorly designed and dangerous.
Parking has to be improved in the centre with the road by the shops made a slow zone or prohibited for through
Pavement on Windmill Lnane
Taxi bus
safe family access to the local country footpaths so we can reach these places safely and encourage walking in the
countryside.

Also, speed cameras and/or speed bumps in areas such as near schools.
Pelican or zebra crossing in between shops as difficult to cross. Possibly make one way so that cars donâ€™t block
when coming through as a pedestrian. Need to make it easier to pass the co-op driveway entrance especially with a
push chair etc
Permanent police station
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Personally, I think the above questions are rubbish. The questions do not allow people to speak their own minds, just
filling in questions you think are applicable. I have lived In the village since 1992:and it was great then, What we
need now is more parking spaces at the train station and in the village. You want people off the road yet we canâ €™t
travel by train because itâ€™s too far to walk and no where to park. You want mums to walk children to schools to
illuminate parking which is dangerous at the school, but the pathmentd are too narrow and unsafe for walking small
children along. I would not walk my children, as I once did, along Kelsey Lane, Station Road, Alder Lane BAlsall
Street and worst of all Meeting House Land which is a disgrace. No pavement, whatsoever, children and old people
take their lived in their own hands walking along there. Itâ€™s just waiting for an accident to happen. I know
because I walk up there myself. People who live along Meetinghouse Lane have tried to take over the grass verge
and put obstacles in the way of pedestrians trying to walk on the verge ( not all, but some) it should be looked into. I
have been walking up there for fifty years and itâ€™s getting worse by the year. Builders vehicles parked on the
road which have to be walked around on the outside sometimes.
However all that said, the worst thing in Common is the parking. If one wants to drive to shop we have to go early in
the morning otherwise there is no space. I have not been on the train now for a couple, of years because there is no
where to park by 10.00 which is the time I would travel. I do rely on the bus.
As for saying the population will go up by 60% the planner must be living cookoo land. Well, they always did!!!!
BAlsall Common cannot take any more expansion. Do you not realise that? There is no land central In the village
and infrastructure is overflowing. Try somewhere else. Of course there is plenty of green belt, but how does that
help the village and the shopping centre? The shops now are totally inadequate full to capacity at 11.00 this morning
(Saturday 11th January.). What use are all the take-always. We need real shops, not small Tescoâ€™s and
Sainsburyâ€™s. O.k.we have the Co-Op but they have the monopoly and are expensive and totally inadequate. If
anywhere needs sorting itâ€™s BAlsall Common.

Plan to be CO2 neutral.
Planning should not have been granted for all the new flats and houses in the centre... Instead a complete
redevelopment should have been implemented along the lines of Dorridge. Better parking, more modern design and
more aesthetically pleasing for everyone to enjoy.
and used as one, rare speed limit is acknowledged, those who do are harassed by other drivers. Walking is
unpleasant with HGVs and speeding cars, close proximity to the curb makes for gushes of wind, fumes and noise.
Canâ€™t access the service roads with ease due to volume and speed of traffic. Several accidents exiting coop car
park which runs parallel with a service road access for residents. Itâ€™s dangerous for vehicles and pedestrians alike.
School children have to walk along this road and it isnâ€™t safe. Even with a bypass speed issues must be a priority,
roads with no residential areas have speed cameras etc but our busy village is ignored. Day and night itâ€™s awful,
drag racing my night and night trunk HGVs - Iâ€™ve lived here 20+ years and the road is now a nightmare, will move
in the next 8 years to seek a quieter village where one can walk and or drive around safely in a pleasant environment.
Itâ€™s heartbreaking, progression happens but letâ€™s address existing issues, 20 years ago Hallmeadow was meant
to be the start of a bypass with developers promising xyz all empty promises- social media is full of locals all raising
the same concerns.
Please stop fighting local commuters who live in wide parish and need to drive to the station. Green parking bays
could readily be provided on the verge along the northern edge of Hall Meadow Road to support commuters and
rather than constantly fighting them. Stopping parking on Hall Meadown Road will cause detriment in local side
roads. People need to work. Support them!
Police availability in the village appears sadly lacking lately , I would like the space near the shops to have good cctv
coverage and fast response to antisocial behaviour
Police presence needed
Police station, Fire station, By-pass
Prevent further infill development from further eroding the ambience of the village.
Protect bus routes and better services
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Provide adequate parking at Berkswell Station so that everyone can utilise the railway to commute to work, access
the airport and NEC etc. The need is plain to see. That is why so many cars are parked along the surrounding roads.

Be realistic there is not enough employment in Balsall Common so the majority of people are forced to commute.
There appears to be a total failure to provide areas for commercial, business and industrial development locally with
the emphasis being solely on housing.
Provide a dedicated drop off/pick up area at Berkswell Station.
Stop taxis using the Library car park as a waiting area, some days it appears that every other car has an Uber sticker
on the side or is a licensed cab.
Make the proposed Bypass a priority. Until the volume of traffic,especially heavy goods vehicles, is reduced it is not
feasible to plan for a pedestrianised area in the Centre.
Provide as much free short time( 2 hour maximum between 08.00 and 18.00) parking as possible in the Centre to
attract customers.Encourage people to spend locally.
Angle the parking bays outside the shops in the direction of traffic flow so that motorists can easily both park and
reverse out, without blocking the full width of the road and needing to check oncoming traffic from both directions.
The present set up is extremely dangerous and has caused numerous accidents with vehicles reversing into each
other from opposite sides of the road, stopping the flow of traffic and colliding with oncoming vehicles.
Reduce the speed limit in the Centre with traffic calming measures if necessary.
The use of electric vehicles will accelerate reducing airborne pollution. Suggest that charging points be incorporated
into all traffic parking provision including amenity areas.

Provision of recycling centre.Provision of electric car charging points.provision of increased security ie cctv.
Public transport
Public transport
Public transport links to all urban centres to reduce dependence on car travel. Max wait time 15 mins between 5am
and 1am
Railway sync parking. Also shoppers car parking!
Rather than blanket parking charges at Berkswell station, introduce a residentsâ€™ permit scheme so local residents
can park for free but people from outside the area are subject to parking charges.
Re Design the centre around the island
Redevelopment of the central area to increase and improve the shopping, eating and casual drinking facilities in the
centre in a similar way to Knowle.
Pedestrianise is the solution radical solution but probably tottaly unrealistic given car parking
requirements/limitations
Reduce the number of new houses
Reducing the speed limit in the centre to 20 max if not less and perhaps a pedestrian/Pelican crossing in the village
Reliable public transport for work and pleasure. More litter bins. Traffic system through centre of village. If a by pass
is constructed 1 lane of Kenilworth Road should be used for extra village parking.
Relief Road
Require Solihull Council providing a dual carriageway bypass to Garage/roundabout on A452
Return of the taxi bus.
Review public transport, i.e. buses, to make sure that we can still get to Balsall Common to support local businesses
and to reduce the need for so many cars.
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Road access
Road safety for children MUST be prioritised. Currently the absence of ANY road safety measures around the school
for Berkswell is absolutely abhorrent and the council should be ashamed. No other school in Solihull lacks safety
measures around roads as much as Berkswell. If we can find money for things that are optional then we MUST find
money for measures that may well save lives. Parents are criticised for parking around the village - but the parish is
simply not pushing SMBC enough to make the roads safe, providing adequate and safe parking and being dismissive
of parental concerns. We are scratching around trying to find money but there must be money in this pot from HS2
to help, here??? Parents cannot really be blamed for not wanting to run the gauntlet over the cross roads with their
children. Itâ€™s distressing to learn there will soon be 60pc more cars on the road - if so better road safety measures
in Berkswell around the school and for the community is a priority. Speed bumps, pavements, cameras - anything.
There have been enough crashes and near misses. This needs to be sorted ASAP before thereâ€™s a tragic accident.
Route or Ring around the village to remove heavy traffic from the area mainly Kenilworth road.
Safe and pleasant walking and cycling routes from all housing areas to the schools and station to reduce car use and
increase fitness. Cycle parking areas need to be well protected and secure.
Safe public footpath on berkswell road connecting Meriden and Berkswell to allow safe walking and cycling to
Berkswell school.
School parking and not street parking which is so dangerous
School parking needs to be addressed.
School upgrades, crime prevention methods such as CCTV/police hub.
Schooling
Schools and Places of worship
Schools. Increase in population will impact school capacity
Secondary school developement to reduce class sizes , or reduce intake radius to just Balsall Common as school will
be unable to cope with volume of children
serviced offices/small business facilities and for use by people working from home
Shared workspaces and live/work units to better support local enterprises and reduce travel
Should be no car access in town centre as the current situation we see many near misses accidents between car and
car or pedestrians
Significant area, within half-a-mile of centre with park & ride mini-busses (Packwood House style hardstandings)
Significant increase in railway parking spaces
We need more people using public transport regardless where they live!
A path running up/down Holly Lane to allow residents to walk safely into the village.
A bus timetable to fit in with train time tables! Basic!
significantly more train station car parking required and better bus services
Some form of public transport between main housing areas and shopping area, medical centre, station. Maybe a
circulatory route similar to that at airports. Re-instate regular transport to and from Warwick via Kenilworth and
Leamington Spa, maybe incorporated into a Coventry to Warwick and return service on a frequent basis.
Something needs to be done to reduce traffic through the village especially at rush hours
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Lavender Hall Park for pedestrians; nor now being a parking area for drivers wishing to avoid the ill thought through
two hour limit in front of the shops. (Ill thought through because it was obvious people would use Green Lane
instead.) The speed with which HGVs, including refuse trucks use the Lane churns the Lane up. Residents in Green
Lane now have to instruct tradesmen coming to their homes to park in Green Lane because of the parking
restrictions in front of the shops. The car park by the library is useless to tradesmen who need to access tools in their
vans and who risk the theft of their tools if their vans are left in the car park. Sort the issue of where tradesmen can
park who are clients of residents in Green Lane (permits for in front of the shops?) Some houses in Green Lane only
have one parking spot; not enough.
Now that the shopping area has become more of a food outlet area, no thought has been given to the odours from
the outlets. Look at this and ways to ensure odours are dissipated properly instead of lingering. The three storey
building along the shop frontages has stopped odours dissipating in one direction so forcing the odours in the other
over residential areas.
CCTV in the village centre controlled and maintained by SMBC. The parish councils wonâ€™t do it properly because
of lack of knowledge and lack of manpower. Are the current non-working cameras being maintained? They could kill
if not.
I would love the shopping area to be properly pedestrianised but have answered join the survey because I fear a loss
of business to the shops if people canâ€™t drive to them. If an answer can be found to retain and encourage
business, then yes.
Sort flooding issues on footpaths in Lavender Hall Park, and the village centre.
Sort the roads condition out , and parking around schools " mayhem "
Specific plans to control/limit parking near schools and encourage walking access to schools
Speed Calming measures between the George and the village center down Kenilworth Road
Speed cameras on the Kenilworth Road (particularly from Station Road Roundabout to the Traffic Lights and back).
Speed limit on Balsall Street East needs to be reduced to 30 until passed Barston Lane.
Average speed traffic cameras to be introduced on Kenilworth Road and Balsall Street/Balsall Street East.
sports facilities
Station car par needs to be at least double current size or multi story
Station car park doesnâ€™t have enough spaces for locals let alone from out of the area. I have mobility and health
issues but no blue badge. I have regular appointments at the QE. I end up driving there because I canâ€™t get parked
at Berkswell. This is a crime! I should be using public transport - not driving. I canâ€™t cycle or walk to the station. I
canâ€™t walk a distance along Hallmeadow Meadow Road so I drive. Stopping overspill parking on the roads is
irrelevant. We need more / a multi storey car park with accessibility taken into consideration.
Station needs a multi storey car park to stop road parking.The proposed new development needs a separate area of
shops with its own parking as providing an extra 20 spaces at present shops will be totally insufficient.
Surrounding routes that will be affected by increase of traffic in and out of Balsall to be considered for traffic calming
measures to keep speeds to a safe level.
The by pass is a must, and should be linked with plans for better connectivity between UKC and warwick university to
limit traffic more generally
The By Pass must be a priority as the main road is heavily congested most of the time. More disabled parking spaces
and wide enough to be able to open the door fully to get in and out. Parking wardens to check disabled parking most
of the time I find people parking without a Blue badge.
The bypass is critical to removing through traffic, especially HGVs, from the village as it impacts so many aspects of
village life.
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The bypass should be prioritised, followed by housing infil to the bypass, then the village centre to be redeveloped to
meet the existing and anticipated demands provided the
overriding judgement of maintaining a â€œvillageâ€ growth, rather than expansion to a
â€œTownâ€ size, remains paramount and historic area character therefore preserved.
The bypass to remove non village traffic is essential to allowing the pedestrianisation of as much of the village as
possible. Providing safe routes for walking and cycling is the key to encouraging more people to take this option.
Then providing more sheltered he pedestrianised zones to protect against the British weather. This could transform
the centre of the village into a beautiful place encouraging much greater community togetherness
The centre of the village needs redevelopment if it is to cater for a larger population. The current retail offer is
currently a bit underweight but will quickly let an enlarged village down. We need to try and encourage more
businesses here and establish BC as a â€˜des na onâ€™ for people in surrounding areas.
The centre of the Village needs to be enlarged physically, We cannot make a silk purse out of a sows ear. The centre
size was appropriate for the village in the early 1980's, it needs to be enlarged or maybe re-sited to where the tennis
and cricket club is now, and the clubs re-sited elsewhere. The centre needs to be bigger (however that is achieved) to
encompass all the facilities required of the future Balsall Common with additional parking appropriate to its use. The
current centre is just too small to fit it all in
The comunial areas are not currently big enough for the size of the village we have today commuting through the
village is very busy at key times of the day
The design of the by-pass should divert all through traffic along it, to reduce traffic on the Kenilworth Road to local
traffic. This is vital to promote pedestrian and cycle cycle flow between the two sides of the village and avoid traffic
congestion and air pollution in the village centre. This would allow expansion of the village centre on both sides of
the Kenilworth Road.
The down grading of the A452 so itâ€™s not used by large vehicles as a short cut between m42 and m40 and look to
reduce the volume of traffic
town people who wish to move to a semi rural area, this needs maintaining and should be top of everyones list going
forward. Balsall Common cannot lose that part of its personality and become another town with nothing to give. The
village centre is awful and needs a total re-think, the format will not improve by adding charges, the limits, of
additional parking.
The lack of comprehensive details of the by pass, route, size, timetable, affect the answers given. Talking about
green space, cycle routes and byways can only be assesed if there is an effective by pass. The questions do not
account for a growth of 110% in the population, schooling is a major headache, and to Pedestrianise the village will
only make conectivity more difficult. Finally improve the Bus services, the ageing population do cycle!
The main road through balsall common is very busy at nearly all times of the day. The huge lorries and volume of
traffic really put me off from going out. I feel sorry for the poor people that have to live with those conditions. Balsall
Common has changed for the worse in recent times and it seems this is going to continue until THE BY-PASS WE ALL
WANT IS BUILT. Balsall is no longer the quiet reserve it once was.
The main village shops area needs to be more safe for pedestrians ie crossings and tighter parking rules.
The need to create infrastructure which is geared to the proposed growth in terms of shops, facilities and
environmental quality.
The need to protect our surrounding greenbelt and encourage wildlife to thrive.
The parking outside the shops is dangerous, spaces should be one way on an angle and not straight. A shopping area
designed to be for all, not just take aways, hairdressers and estate agents! Needs to have more variety.
spray pedestrians when there are puddles on road and there is insufficient ability to pass when people are walking in
different directions. Moreover buses drive incredibly close to kerb which is dangerous to pedestrians especially
children. Thank you
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The Royal British Legion could be utilised more to provide further community facilities and social space without the
need to build an additional community hall. Also double yellow lines needed along Station Road leading to the
station, the parking of cars to use the Station along there is dangerous and will get worse as the Village grows. Also,
disappointed that the improvement of pavements has been included in this survey and as high cost. Regardless of
the cost surely these should be maintained anyway as these should be covered by the Council Tax that we pay.
The station car park needs enlarging. Charging and closing Hallmeadow Lane/yellow lines will only move the parking
to side roads in the vicinity.
Surely community facilities should be provided within the site of the new schools which will be built.
The village centre needs improved waste bins to cater for all the take away wrappings generated by the increasing
number of fast food outlets.
The station must provide a proper car park to allow workers to travel by train to Birmingham or Coventry. Trying to
deter workers from parking will only increase car journeys (and pollution, wear on roads etc.) to cities.
The village seems to be the dumping ground for extra housing despite our objections and despite appalling public
transport. There is inadequate station carparking and surgery carparking and trains to and from berkswell are
frequently cancelled. You canâ€™t get a doctors appointment for weeks and our children canâ€™t afford housing
here. Developers pay inadequate recompense for the damage they cause .
So better transport. No to HS2.
More facilities are needed at lavender hall sports grounds.
There are a huge number of horse riders in this area and the busy roads are challenging and dangerous to ride on.
Where possible can cycle routes be open to horses too please?
There is a huge dog walking community in balsall common that could bring in revenue if accommodated for. We
need green space not more buildings.
There is a need for a pavement on Windmill Lane it's so dangerous it's a death waiting to happen cars and lorries
drive well over the speed limit.
There is a need to emphasise that we are a VILLAGE and not a suburb of Coventry, Birmingham or Solihull !
There is no mention of motorcyles/scooters/mopeds. Free designated parking places should be available in the
village and at Berkswell (and Tile Hill) stations etc. to encourage them as vehicles with lower environmental and
parking space impact compared to cars.

I use Tile Hill station more than Berkswell but charging at Berkswell (and banning parking on Hallmeadow Road) are
poor ideas as rail travel should be encouraged as a priority.
There is nothing here about the need to improve primary school facilities, and access to the primary school, for the
large numbers of young families expected to move here. There is reference to a "new school", but provision should
be made (using the levy) to ensure that access to this school is easy on foot, reducing the need for traffic congestion
around the new site.
There isn't enough spaces and people block entrances to the flats all the time. more signs to say where you can and
can't park. zebra crossing infront of Tesco needed as no one stops to let people cross. There is an issue of trouble
makers recently. more police needed to stop them abusing the public and the shops. the neighbourhood doesn't feel
safe to walk through.
There needs to be another school-possibly splitting the infant and junior years to help stop congestion (if one school
was built over the other side of the village).
School. There is already significant congestion at key times of the day which would be made worse by HS2
construction traffic.
There should be more off road riding routes for horse riders. Since JLR arrived it has become extremely dangerous to
hack on our once fairly quiet lanes. This can only get worse with the introduction of more housing. As riders we take
our life in our hands each time we hack out.
Think about having some roads as one way to prevent present rat runs being maintained and developing. Divert
heavy trucks away from kelsey lane which has become ridiculous for the width of the road. It is exceptionally busy
before Hs2 has really started work. Thank you
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This response is made by the Catholic parish of Blessed Robert Grissold in respect of the proposal for the central
park. The important points to note are:
â€¢It is reassuring that the parish councils recognise that the Barra â€™s Farm allocation is deliverable
â€¢There is no objec on to the provision of open space facili es in the area
â€¢Those should, however, form part of master planning for the alloca on
â€¢A ques on regarding the need for and loca on of the central park with a somewhat imprecise and therefore open
to interpretation location is an inappropriate way of seeking public endorsement.
â€¢You should be aware that the Catholic parish is commi ed to delivering local housing need as part of the
Barrettâ€™s Farm allocation
â€¢Speciﬁcally, this is for housing for the elderly which has been iden ﬁed as being both a local and na onal housing
priority
â€¢The delivering of elderly accommoda on is promoted by recently introduced na onal planning guidance
â€¢The proposals would assist in making much needed specialist housing available, could assist in freeing up housing
in the local market and demonstrates the role that the Church plays in the local community
â€¢The Catholic parish is commi ed to being part of the master plan exercise that will demonstrate the best way of
securing open space in conjunction with market and specialist housing, but there is a clear commitment to delivery
for local need
â€¢There would therefore be support for the principle of open space provision to meet future need, but this must be
in the right location developed by the master plan rather than imposed in advance.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
to help provide new multi purpose community facility incl library, sell village hall for development to invest in new:
demolish library and Jubilee to help improve village centre and move their activities to new.
To maximise access and enjoyment of existing surface water courses, flood plains
Too much emphasis on cycling. A growing population of elderly people most of which cannot cycle.
Too much growth is bad for the village
Traffic calming measures on the roads near the school where parents park, not just the main roads.
Traffic lights on the round about at station road / kenilworth road at peak times as you canâ€™t get out / in the
village causing back ups! Something needs doing there, itâ€™s crazy and those coming from the kenilworth road DO
NOT slow enough to let many out!!
trsffic lights needed on centre island
TWO new primary & another secondary school will be needed for additional population
Make the area outside the shops a 10 mph limit and put speed humps. Enforce the 2 hour parking limit. Station
parking must be improved and school parking enforced where there are double or single yellow lines. Apparently
parents think if one parent remains in their car they can park whilst the other collects offspring they can park on
these lines!!!!!
Vastly improved bus service
Village is getting to big, need to stop further development
We also need a much better and frequent (half hourly?) bus service connecting to all local settlements and the
station from early to at least 11:30 pm
We do need more space for shops and business (NOT CHARITY Shops or take aways)
We need a swimming pool to enable our less mobile residents to exercise - particularly important for an aging
population - we can't all get on our bikes. Also an important facility for the children to learn to swim.
We need an Astro turf, we have 2 huge schools who will want to use it and lots of local sports teams so it will finance
itself in the long run.
We need decent supermarket ie Aldi , Asda etc
We need footpaths in the areas where there are none. Windmill Lane a prime example one takes one life in ones
hand to walk to the bus stop.
We need more Doctors now and in future.
We need more police presence and another primary school or a radical extension of the existing primary school.
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We need more police protection for all
We need to lobby the West Midlands combined authority to improve local,train services from berkswell station
Also need to put in place measures to persuade people not to,use their cars for local jounies if possible
We need to open Waitrose in Balsall Common
What about older teenagers, all very well having things for kids, but giving older teenagers a place to be where they
can make noise and fool about without frowning adults is important too.

As for railway parking, you encourage use of railway and then take away free parking. Madness! provide a lot more
free parking not less, there is plenty of room to do so if you look at it with a different eye and at the moment the
parking slows the traffic up and doesnt cost anything. It might look "unsightly" but you are so short sighted to try to
discourage its use, using rail is a good thing. 1st parking charge will see me abandon rail entirely.
When building new homes the public roads should be wide enough which did not happen in new development off
Kenilworth road!!
Restrictions on parking around schools. Real issue for people who live there but also a safety issue with people
parking on double yellow lines. This should also include blue badge holders as well. These Are the main roads Asbury,
Wilton and Balsall east.
When building new homes the public roads should be wide enough which did not happen in new development off
Kenilworth road!!
Restrictions on parking around schools. Real issue for people who live there but also a safety issue with people
parking on double yellow lines. This should also include blue badge holders as well. These Are the main roads Asbury,
Wilton and Balsall east.
Where are the trees? We all need to plant 44 a year to combat climate change. Very important.
Where the term bypass is used in this survey, I assume it means the road that provides access to the large housing
development on Barratts Farm. With hundreds of houses using this road it does not 'bypass' anything and will not
reduce traffic pressures. If there is a problem with the M42 and trucks are diverted down the A452, their choice will
be to pass through the village centre, or the centre of this new 'village sized' development. Not a bypass. A proper
bypass which actually bypasses the whole village including any extension to the village is what is needed.
Why canâ€™t we have Ring and Ride which Solihull residents and COVENTRY residents enjoy. Transport to and from
the Doctors Surgery is required at minimal cost for increasing numbers of elderly residents.
If the village is going to more than double in size then there needs to be provision for more parking. Not everyone
lives within easy walking distance of the station and if you have heavy shopping or arrive home late you will want to
drive. Not many people will want to cycle to the station.
The same applies to the medical centre, more doctors equals more patients therefore more parking needed.
I really canâ€™t see that by creating cycle paths will mean people will start cycling everywhere. People are lazy and
they like driving everywhere just look at the roads for the school drop off and pick up and the hazards they cause
when parking.
People will still drive outside the village to do their main shopping as the village centre shops donâ €™t really cater for
that, even more so when the population increases. So more cars on the road and more vans coming in with internet
shopping.
windmill lane needs a safe footpath and street lighting installed as the amount of traffic and speed they go it is
unsafe and dangerous to walk down this road especially in the dark as there is also a lot of elderly residents who live
on windmill park and this area who are afraid to walk down the road to the nearest bus stop ie the no87
With all of the additional potential cars on the road, public transport needs more consideration as an alternative to
private car use. For example a purpose built bus interchange for local services buses (Johnsons etc) with suitable
shelter and improving railway station facilities beyond the freezing cold waiting shelter on the ticket office side - in
winter it is usually colder inside the shelter than outside!
policing as crime will only increase with more and more homes to be targeted. While this may be out of the control
of both parish councils, I do believe the parish councils have a strong influence on helping these changes to be
implemented.
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With the growth anticipated additional school and GP access needs to be considered. Medium term a by-pass for
heavy traffic would be beneficial. Short term strong need to rationalise the village centre parking/access of delivery
trucks at peak times 7.30-9.30 a.m. and 4 - 6.00 p.m. to prevent traffic backing up onto the roundabout and
'parking/reversing' incidents
CENTRE IS FULL TO BURSTING IN RESPECT OF CAR PARKING. WE ALSO NEED TO STOP LARGE VEHICLES AND VANS
ETC, PARTICULARLY THOSE WITH BLACKED OUT WINDOWS, FROM PARKING IN THE VILLAGE CENTRE. YOU CANNOT
SAFELY SEE PAST THEM OR THROUGH THEM WHEN REVERSING OUT ONTO THE MAIN CARRIAGEWAY. STOP
VEHICLES PARKING IN THE NO PARKING AREA OUTSIDE COSTA. THIS SEVERELY RESTRICTS VISIBILITY FOR VEHICLES
LEAVING THE LIBRARY CAR PARK. THIS COULD EASILY BE ACHIEVED BY COSTA PUTTING AN 'A' BOARD CENTRALLY IN
THIS SPACE.
Work needed on the Holly lane junction to make it safer for school children. Also need to deter lorries and heavy
goods vehicles driving through the village to/from kenilworth/nec. There is a lorry parking site Lincoln Farm and this
needs to be used not having lorries parked in the village roads.
Work needs to be done on the B4101 road from Balsall Common to Knowle as it has so many accidents.
Working cctv should be implemented and more police presence
Working public transport. The trains are a joke and it's the only way you'll get people out of their cars. There's no
prime rush hour train for people to cycle to! ! (7.45 service to Birmingham recently cancelled)
Yes - we should be considering how we are going to be sustainable in our approach to fuel for the area by way of
community energy scheme for example. Nothing herechad mentioned the zero carbon initiative
Yes donâ€™t build all these new houses. We donâ€™t need them!!!
You mention a bypass but haven't given any more details of where it will be.

Where new estates have access onto existing (main) roads the junctions should be controlled either by roundabouts
or traffic lights.
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